The term "soft matter" represents the material system whose important energy scale is comparable to thermal energy at room temperature, and thus its physical and mechanical properties are easily altered by the thermal fluctuations. The subject of soft matter includes polymers, biomaterials, surfactants, liquid crystals, colloids, glasses and granular materials, and interests on the subject continue to grow rapidly owing to its unique material properties such as tenability and responsiveness. For the last few decades, a strong research collaboration on the subject of "soft matter" has initiated among engineers, biologists, physicists and chemists, and the community of "soft matter" has been dramatically grown both in size and quality.
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The facts that these "soft matter" are neither simple liquids nor crystalline solids and also have unique internal structures with micro-to nano-meter sizes prevent "soft matter" from being readily categorized into the classical scheme of materials classification. Under the processing condition, "soft matter" experiences various deformations (shear, and extensional flow, and so on), which change the fluid morphologies, e.g. its micro-or nanostructure, and therefore, the mechanical properties. This is one major reason why the study on coupling between internal structures of soft matter and flow fields catches more attention. In this regard, the subject rheology is prerequisite for understanding behaviors of soft matters and for their industrial applications.
The present (mini) special issue includes seven articles written by relatively young researchers working on the experimental or theoretical studies of soft matter rheology. They are contributed from seven different countries (Belgium, Canada, China, Greece, Korea, Taiwan, and US). We hope that this issue will help broaden Korea-Aust. Rheol. J. readers' perspective on "soft matter".
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